Introduction
In 2002, Margaret C onrad, the University of New Brunswick's C anada Research C hair in Atlantic C anada Studies (C RC ), in cooperation with UNB's Electronic Text C entre, began the development of a portal website designed to provide scholars of Atlantic C anada with "one stop shopping" for resources pertaining to the region. Included in the portal website is a searchable database of works published on the region, an e-print repository, and a wide selection of annotated links on Atlantic C anada. In addition to these features, the C RC also began an ambitious internal program of online publishing which led to the development of the Atlantic C anada Virtual Archives (AC VA). Funded in part by the C anadian Foundation for Innovations, the AC VA is a digital archive of historical documents. It currently hosts selections from two archival collections: the papers of prominent loyalist Edward Winslow and the McQueen Family Papers. [1 ] This paper will explore the development of the AC VA website, following the project from the idea stage, through the digital imaging and resource development stages, to the finished product.
. The Edward Winslow Family Papers
The Edward Winslow Family Papers contains 38 volumes of correspondence, accounts and ledgers, letterbooks, diaries, and notebooks with a chronology ranging from 1695 to 1866. All told, the collection contains over 3000 separate documents in excess of 11,000 pages. The bulk of the collection consists of the correspondences between Edward Winslow Jr. and his compatriots. Winslow, a Mayflower descendant born of a wealthy Boston family in 1745, had lived a privileged pre-Revolutionary life. Educated at Harvard University, he was an entrenched part of the Massachusetts colonial elite. A prominent Boston Tory, he witnessed firsthand the outbreak of the American Revolution at the Battle of Lexington, and was compelled to throw his support to Great Britain in the conflict. Although Winslow journeyed with the British Army to Halifax, where he was appointed Muster-Master General of the American provincial regiments, he spent most of the war in New York, confident of a quick British victory. Winslow's confidence proved misplaced, and with the rebel victory he found himself ostracized from his prior station. The positions of privilege he had long taken for granted would now be denied him. Rather than settle for a position below his perceived station, Winslow, like 75,000 others who had supported the crown during the conflict, chose to migrate to another British holding. In 1782 Winslow was at the vanguard of the over 30,000 Loyalists who traveled to Nova Scotia. As Winslow's close friend Ward C hipman informed him in a July 1783 letter, "Nova Scotia is the rage." [2 ] Edward Winslow is of particular interest to historians for two reasons. First, he was an integral part of New York to seek fortune. [3 ] But the letters do much more than tell of the writers personal lives and relationships; they also document the story of one family during the years following C anadian C onfederation. As such, the McQueen collection is a wonderful resource for the social history of early C anada.
The ACVA Website
The AC VA website currently has two component sections based upon these archival collections. Edward
Winslow is featured on one part, the McQueen Family on the other. Both are available in English and
French, and adhere to the same basic four-part structure. The first section of each side provides specific background information about the two families. The second section of the site contextualizes the historical experience of the two families, while the third allows users to search and view all the letters held in that particular side of the archives. Finally, the fourth section of each side provides a series of Learning
Resources geared toward students in grades 9-12.
Dev eloping A CV A : Digital Imaging
The first step in developing the Atlantic C anada Virtual Archives was to digitize the two collections. were set prior to image capture in order both to create digital surrogates that are true to the original documents' appearance and to minimize adjustments during and after processing.
Once images were captured, files were sharpened as needed to achieve the approximate appearance of the original. All sharpening was done in Adobe Photoshop using the unsharp mask filter. Master image files were stored as uncompressed TIFF files (Intel byte order, header version 6). All file-naming for both projects followed established conventions at the University of New Brunswick for effective management of digital image collections, by using a numeric file-naming system based on the source documents physical In order to manage the images in the collections, cataloguing and metadata descriptions were created at collection, document and component image levels according to the Electronic Text C entre's extended Dublin C ore metadata schema. The project follows a Dublin C ore framework with relevant terminology standards and controlled vocabularies to create rich and highly portable metadata records. Project cataloguers created metadata descriptions using custom Web-accessible editors that interface with a MySQL database. The ETC 's MySQL image database resides on a Unix (Linux) Server running Apache Web server software and is used for storing and delivering Dublin C ore-compliant metadata records as well as linking them to associated image files. representing simple and complex electronic texts. [4 ] For this project, baseline level encoding was automated using the PERL programming language. Scripts were written to match and map textual structures and editorial conventions in the transcriptions to TEI textual and structural elements. Baseline encoding included the TEI Header, main letter-based structural elements (such as salutations and closings), additions, deletions, gaps, lineation, paragraphs, and super-scripted text. All texts were validated before and after project encoders received files. On completion of automated baseline-encoding, project encoders used XMLSpy software to proof and edit the results, encode person and place names, as well as any structural and textual elements that may have been missed. [5 ] Once encoding was complete the texts had to be delivered to the web. This was done using the XSL transformation language, an associated XML data standard. The default reading of the texts is the diplomatic version but, because the texts were normalized silently, they can be read in a normalized/regularized mode. Readers can also select to read the text with or without transcription and biographical notes, as well as with or without lineation. In simpler terms, readers can choose to read the transcription as it was actually written on the page, or they can select to read the normalized transcription, in which spelling mistakes have been corrected and abbreviations expanded in order to make the text more accessible to twenty-first century readers.
Dev eloping ACV A: Tex t Transcription, Markup, and Manipulation
Similar to image storage, document storage is likewise provided by a MySQL database, which is loaded from XML files parsed with a Perl XML SAX parser. Database fields are populated with information parsed from XML files. At the document (text) level, information about the document's creation date, spatial and temporal coverage, and source description are recorded. Documents are stored as one or more XML objects (e.g., a page, a paragraph, etc.), with each XML object being associated with one parent document.
An XML object stores information about its source file and the XML encoded portion of the parent document represented by the object. Each object also stores several text fields derived from its source XML (e.g., TEI header, diplomatic full text,) to facilitate searching. Moreover, each XML object references one or more images of its parent document. Each image is associated with its referencing XML object, its storage format(s), and the name and media type of its storage location.
Documents may be located by browsing indices organized by document title, date, author and recipient. To locate a specific document, a search index is generated from XML files that locates and scores individual words in each document, in one or more search classes (e.g., TEI header, full text, person names, place names). The search index is then used to retrieve documents matching search text in the selected search class. [6 ] 3. The development of the Learning Resources proved to be a significant challenge. To design something, especially something educational, that would be useful for a thirteen year old high school freshman while still being able to hold the attention of an eighteen year old high school senior was a difficult task. As such, this section of the site may be a little too advanced for some junior students, and it may not be "flashy" It is expected that the number of collections held on the site will grow over time. For next year, an incoming MA student is planning to digitize, transcribe, and annotate an archival collection from Prince Edward Island as part of his degree requirements. This will not only add one more collection to the site, but it will also give the site greater regional cohesion by having one collection from each of the Maritime provinces. In a years' time, it is expected that only Newfoundland will not be represented on the website. Despite this lack of representation from "the rock," the Atlantic C anada Virtual
Archives provides a vibrant learning environment for the general public, for scholars, and for students from grades 9-12.
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